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From the Editor
Of the issues of the Prairie Wind I’ve had the privilege of
editing, this one strikes me as the strongest yet. Our regular
columnists have outdone themselves, new contributors have
made outstanding contributions, and a former columnist has
returned with a highly original piece.

It’s what charms us, what keeps us coming back.” Enjoy her
whimsical illustrations as well.
On the Writer’s Bookshelf is Wired for Story, by Lisa Cron,
reviewed by Susan Santiago. Santiago writes that Cron’s
innovation is to tie the craft of story writing to neuroscience:
“For example, let’s consider identification, the reader’s need
to relate to the main character in order to be hooked by the
story. Did you also know it’s because of these little things
called mirror neurons?”

First off, Alice McGinty’s Greeting, entitled “Listening,” is
a must-read. Alice brings us up to date on the SCBWI-IL
Diversity Committee’s initiatives to encourage diverse artists
and writers, including creative ways of fundraising, free oneyear SCBWI memberships, and the Many Voices Outstanding
Manuscript Prize.

Diane Telgen’s Book Look is one of the highlights of the

issue. Rather than focusing on a single book or writer, Diane
considers the differences between British and American YA:
“While the British list certainly had entries that followed
this first-person, chronologically direct structure, I was more
intrigued by the ones that didn’t…I was hard-pressed to
think of more than a handful of works by American writers
that took similar risks by using complex structures or by
emphasizing concept more than character.”

Diane Telgen’s News Roundup gives particulars on upcoming

events at Anderson’s Bookshops and the Book Cellar,
including an appearance by Kevin Henke, as well as awards,
grants, and conferences.
Songju Ma’s very delightful Tale from the Front is called

“How a Chinese Native Overcame Her Language Limitations
and Got a Book Published in English.” Besides the inspiring
story of how she overcame obstacles, Songju tells the amusing
tale of where she got the inspiration for her first story, A Case
of Sense: Jimmy John’s.

Unusually, this issue has three Flies on the Wall instead
of one: Jenna Feldman, Beth Najberg, Deb Aronson, and
Katie Otey. All four attended last fall’s Prairie Writer’s and
Illustrator’s Day.

Next, the winter Season’s Crop, compiled by Tina Stoval and
Natalie Ziarnik, includes twelve books. See what others are
publishing and perhaps be inspired.

Our Illustrator in the Spotlight is Doug Cenko, winner of the
art contest at Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day. He answers
our questions regarding among other things his preferred
medium to work in, his beginnings as an illustrator, and his
step-by-step process, and of course includes some gorgeous
illustrations.

In Food For Thought, Sallie Wolf reports on the October
program with agent Jennifer Mattson on “Royalty Statements
and Other Business Questions.”
Sara Shacter’s Don’t Miss is Spring Thaw 2017 at the

Finally, Carol Coven Grannick returns as a regular columnist
with a new column, The Inside Story: Short Reports from the
Inner Journey. For her first column, Carol writes about the
delicate and fleeting experience we’ve probably all had but
never thought to analyze or dwell on: the experience of being
between projects, not quite ready to let go and move on. Read
how Carol manages to put this into words.

Barbara Belding Lodge at Brewster Creek. “Pitch Perfect” is
an opportunity to pitch your work to an editor or agent, enjoy
a craft intensive, and get a written critique.
Michelle Falkoff’s Writing Tip is something of a departure,

prompted by the emotionally charged recent national
election: “This column usually focuses on craft issues, but
today I’d like to take a step back and talk a bit more broadly
about how we choose what we’re going to write about…I’ll
suggest some steps people can take in order to write about
things that are important to them, and to write about them
in ways that help show their importance to others.”

Thanks to Tara Haelle, Sara Shacter, and Cedric Gliane
for helping to assemble this outstanding issue.
Susan Tarcov, Editor
Tara Haelle, Managing Editor
Sara Shacter, Editorial Advisor
Cedric Gliane, Webmaster

Terri Murphy’s Illustrator Tip focuses on “finding your voice

as an illustrator”: “Illustration voice is different from style...
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Greeting
Listening, Part 2
As I write this, snow is falling outside.
I go stand outside, close my eyes and
listen. Snow brings a silence like no
other…a whispering blanket of quiet
that softens the air, smooths the world’s
rough edges, and adds a hint of magic.

He said, “For years, my eyesight
blinded me.”

character act on his or her own, or
letting the story take its own course.

He used to see only the surface when
he looked at people, too focused on
appearances to appreciate what the
person was like
inside. Since then,
he’s learned how
important it is
to see past the
surface.

In other words, we forget to listen, to
be open to the whispers of what’s at
the core of a story, character, or a piece
of art. We owe it to our creative selves
to listen, as Gandhi says, “to the still,
small voice within us.” And follow
where it takes us.

The statement
made me think.
Imagine how
different our
Listening to the Birds, Winslow Homer
society would be
if impressions of
others
were
not
focused
on the surface.
I greet you this winter with a column
There would be no focus on name
about listening. Thinking about how
listening comes into play in our creative brands or bling, hair styles or skin color.
Instead there would be a focus on what’s
lives, I believe that it’s crucial in many
inside, whether it’s kindness or spunk,
ways.
a commonality in personality, or an
engaging manner.
In her column in the last issue of the
Prairie Wind, my co-Regional Advisor,
Imagine closing your eyes as you meet
Debbie Topolski, pointed out how we
someone new. What would you hope to
listen to our SCBWI community as
find out about them? And what would
regional advisors, not only in providing
you like their first impression of you to be?
programming that meets everyone’s
needs, but recently with a special focus
Taking this into the realm of our
on increasing our diversity initiatives
creativity, I believe we are often blinded
as well. Later in this column, you’ll find
an update on what that careful listening as writers or illustrators by what we
see. For example, when we create art
has provided.
or story based on something real in our
There are many ways in which we listen lives, we may get stuck trying to get it
as it Really is—so that it blinds us to
as writers and artists. We pay attention
the magic that happens if we let our
at conferences as other professionals
imaginations go.
talk about the industry. We read
books about craft and take in other
Other times, we feel we must stick
approaches and ideas. We listen as
with how we think our main character
peers critique our work. Today, I’d like
Should be in the story, or stay true to
to offer a new approach to listening by
what we’ve outlined for our plotlines,
sharing a statement recently made by a
so that we become blind to letting the
friend of mine.
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In looking at our Illinois chapter, and
how listening has helped us to grow as
a community, I think you’ll be amazed
at the amount that has occurred in a
very short time. Spearheaded by Debbie
Topolski, my co-Regional Advisor, and
Sara Shacter, our Assistant Regional
Advisor, we’ve formed the SCBWIIL Diversity Committee, chaired by
Susanne Fairfax (who just received
an RA Tribute Fund Scholarship to
the 2017 NY Conference!). And
they’ve been listening with a goal
of making us more welcoming to
diverse members, more encouraging to
diverse writers and artists, and more
instrumental in paving the way toward
bringing books into the world that
represent Every reader. Here, Debbie
Topolski reports with these updates
of our chapter’s accomplishments:
2016 SCBWI-IL Auction of John Parra’s
FRIDA: Debbie was given this print

by John Parra, at his LA Conference
session, and she donated it to our
chapter to auction and raise money to
fund our diversity programs. FRIDA
raised $700, plus an additional $300
pledge to make a total of $1,000! The
anonymous bidder will donate FRIDA
to inspire the students of Frances
Willard Elementary in Kansas City,
Kansas, and hopes to facilitate a school
visit there with John Parra!

SCBWI-IL Diversity Has Many
Voices buttons: This year, the

generosity of an anonymous contributor
combined with the creative talent of
our member, Cedric Gliane, produced
the buttons, sold for a $1 donation
(or more) to our SCBWI-IL Diversity
Initiatives.
Diverse New Member Pathway: The

region is reaching out to our wider
community to invite diverse children’s
book writers and illustrators to take
advantage of this new program. The
Pathway will include a free, 1-year
membership along with the benefit of
a peer guide to help this new member
get the most out of their membership
as they pursue their goals. The 2017
NDMP Peer Guide is PAL author
Crystal Chan. Look for application
information on our webpage.
2017 Many Voices Outstanding
Manuscript Prize: Funded in part by

an anonymous donor and returning for
2017 with Marietta Zacker of Galt
& Zacker Literary Agency serving as
judge, the MVOMP is open to ALL
Illinois members with a manuscript
featuring a diverse main character. This
year, in our efforts to promote work by
and about members with a diverse point
of view, a work either about a diverse
character or from a diverse creator
will also be accepted. Ms. Zacker
will provide a short video giving her
perspective on creating diverse books
and provide a list of other resources,
available to all, on our website. She will
also appear via video at our 2017 Spring
Thaw: Pitch Perfect to announce the
deserving winner! For all the details
and MVOMP application information
click here beginning January 15.
In addition, our Diversity Committee
Chair, Susanne Fairfax, gives this report
on the meet-and-greet held at this year’s
Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day:

At our Diverse Members (and NotYet-Members) and Allies Meet &
Greet we celebrated the changes
Alice outlined above from the past
year and brainstormed ideas to enact
change in the coming year. It was so
lovely for those of us who have been
at the margins to have a space in
which we felt less alone or isolated.
The primary focus was for writers and
illustrators from diverse communities
to share thoughts on what’s needed
to feel comfortable within our
chapter. With the support of our
allies, we envisioned ways to increase
SCBWI-IL diversity. The feeling of
community built in the room as we
spoke and listened. Perhaps some of
the most powerful listening happened
when the recipients of scholarships
offered by Barbara Binns and Urania
Smith spoke. Jill Kunafung, Khannie
Dastgah, and Nabeeh Bilal were
all new to SCBWI, and their fresh,
new perspective was so valuable.
Their own reflections on what this
scholarship meant to them can be
read at Barbara’s blog.
 s participants shared their thoughts
A
on barriers and ideas for change,
Diversity Committee superheroes
Urania Smith and Cedric Gliane
facilitated group listening by noting
this input on big sheets of paper at
the front of the room. Our first action
plans to emerge from this community
brainstorming are:
1. An SCBWI-IL Diversity
Facebook group to continue
community building and
dialogue.
2. Quarterly SCBWI-IL Diversity
Meetings that move around in
location.
3. An SCBWI-IL Diversity House
Party—likely in the summer.
4. Prairie Wind contributions.
5. Work to build scholarship
opportunities to help address the
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intersection of financial issues
with other elements of diversity.
6. Continue to expand our
outreach efforts and ask those in
attendance at the Meet & Greet
to help spread the word about
Diversity Initiatives.
We will also share contact info that
we gathered at the Meet & Greet
for those who requested that their
information be shared with the group.
Together we can expand the reach
of our wonderful organization and
strengthen it with broader diversity
of membership. Ultimately, this work
supports getting diverse books into
the hands of children that can serve
as both mirrors and windows for all
readers. An example of the power of
this meeting is a report from Urania,
“There was a woman who approached
me during the mix and mingle and
she thanked me for what we were
doing. She had tears in her eyes.”
All of us on the committee heard
similar feedback, highlighting a sharp
contrast to past years in which we
heard dismay and frustration at the
lack of diversity. Thank you to the
Illinois Regional Advisors for their
wonderful listening, collaboration
and open minds. Thank you to all
who attended this encouraging
Meet & Greet! Let’s keep up the
good work!
This listening which our chapter is
doing, I have no doubt, will bring
about even more great things. And in
the meantime, I wish you all a season
of listening and learning—and the
wonderful new things that come your
way as a result!
Alice McGinty

Co-regional Advisor

News Roundup
Winter 2017
Compiled by Diane Telgen

EVENTS
ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP
Information is subject to change;
some events require tickets. For
more information on these and other
upcoming events, visit the website at
http://www.andersonsbookshop.com/
event, or call 630-355-2665 for AB
Naperville (123 W. Jefferson Ave.,
Naperville) and ATDE (Anderson’s
Two Doors East, 111 W. Jefferson
Ave., Naperville), 630-963-2665 for
AB Downers Grove (5112 Main St.,
Downers Grove), or 708-582-6353 for
AB La Grange (26 S. LaGrange Rd.,
LaGrange).
• January 16—Len Vlahos, author
of Life in a Fishbowl, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville
• January 18—Susan Dennard, author of
Windwitch, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville
• January 19—Nick Bruel, author
of Bad Kitty Takes the Test, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville
• January 19—Adam Silvera, author
of History Is All You Left Me, 7:00 p.m.
at AB La Grange
• January 20—James Riley, author
of Story Thieves #3: Secret Origins,
7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville
• January 31—Kevin Henkes, author
of Egg, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville
• February 6—Jeff Giles, author of
The Edge of Everything, 7:00 p.m. at AB
Naperville. With moderator Tiernan
Bertrand-Essington, “The Book Tuber”
• February 7—Scott Bergstrom,
author of The Cruelty, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville
• February 11—Stephanie Garber,
author of Caraval, 2:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville

• March 10—Benjamin Alire Saenz,
author of The Inexplicable Logic of My
Life, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville

Details: Authors and panel details

• March 13—Michael Bornstein, author
of Survivors Club, 7:00 p.m. OFFSITE
DETAILS TO COME. Presented
by AB Naperville

Book Cellar website, http://www.
bookcellarinc.com, or call (773) 2932665 for details.

• March 14—Michelle Schaub,
author of Fresh Picked Poetry: A Day
at the Farmer’s Market, 2:00 p.m.
at AB Downers Grove
• March 14—Brandon Mull,
author of Dragonwatch, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville
• April 5—Cinda Williams Chima,
author of Shadowcaster, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville
• April 11—Drew Daywalt, author
of The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors,
7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville
• April 20—Joseph Kuefler, author
of Rules of the Playground, 7:00 p.m.
at AB Naperville

ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP 15th
ANNUAL CHILDREN’S LITERARY
BREAKFAST
What: Illinois authors and illustrators,
full breakfast, door prizes, giveaways,
book sales and more! CPDU credits.
When: Saturday, February 18, 2017,
8:00 a.m. to noon
Where: Signature Room, 6440 Double
Eagle Drive, Woodridge
Details: Advance registration and fee
required, authors and ticket details
pending
More information: Contact Anderson’s
Bookfair Company at http://www.
andersonsbookshop.com or call (630)
820-0044 for details.
THE BOOK CELLAR’S 3rd
ANNUAL CHICAGO YOUNG
ADULT BOOK FESTIVAL
What: Young adult author panels and
book signings
When: Saturday, April 22, 2017
Where: Chicago, exact location TBD
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pending
More information: Check The

AWARDS
NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS
The 2016 winner of the National Book
Foundation’s National Book Award for
Young People’s Literature is:
John Lewis, Andrew Aydin & Nate
Powell (Artist), March: Book Three

(Top Shelf Productions / IDW
Publishing)
The finalists are:
• Kate DiCamillo, Raymie Nightingale
(Candlewick Press)
• Grace Lin, When the Sea Turned to
Silver (Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers)
• Jason Reynolds, Ghost (Atheneum
Books for Young Readers/Simon &
Schuster Children’s Publishing)
• Nicola Yoon, The Sun Is Also a Star
(Delacorte Press/Penguin Random
House)

YALSA (YOUNG ADULT LIBRARY
SERVICES ASSOCIATION) 2016
TOP TEN BEST FICTION FOR
YOUNG ADULTS
• Chandler Baker, Alive (Disney/
Hyperion)
• Jennifer Niven, All the Bright Places
(Random House/Alfred A. Knopf)
• Martha Brockenbrough, The Game
of Love and Death (Scholastic/Arthur A.
Levine Books)
• Leigh Bardugo, Six of
Crows (Macmillan/Henry Holt & Co.)
• Nicola Yoon, Everything,
Everything (Random House/Delacorte
Press)

• Tamara Ireland Stone, Every Last
Word (Disney/Hyperion)
• Taran Matharu, The Novice:
Summoner: Book One (Macmillan/
Feiwel & Friends)
• Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff,
Illuminae (Random House/Alfred A.
Knopf)

DON FREEMAN ILLUSTRATOR
GRANTS
• Established to enable picture
book illustrators to further their
understanding, training, and work in
the picture book genre.

• Victoria Laurie, When (Disney/
Hyperion)

• Two grants of $1,000 each will be
awarded annually, one grant to a
published illustrator and one to a prepublished illustrator.

• Lynn Weingarten, Suicide Notes from
Beautiful Girls (Simon & Schuster/
Simon Pulse)

• Applications must be submitted
electronically beginning March 1, 2017.
Deadline March 31, 2017.

2017 SCBWI
MEMBER GRANTS
Need financial help to complete your
current project? Look no further.
Note: Applicants may apply to only one
SCBWI grant per calendar year. For
more information, visit https://www.
scbwi.org/awards/

WORK-IN-PROGRESS GRANTS
• The Work-in-Progress Awards
showcase outstanding manuscripts
from SCBWI members. The selected
works will receive a special platform to
be showcased to the most prestigious
publishing houses in the field.
• One winner in each of the following
categories will be chosen: Picture Book
Text, Chapter Books/Early Readers,
Middle Grade, Young Adult Fiction,
Nonfiction, Multicultural Fiction or
Nonfiction.
• Applications must be submitted
electronically beginning March 1, 2017.
Deadline March 31, 2017.

KAREN AND PHILIP CUSHMAN
LATE BLOOMER AWARD
• For authors/illustrators fifty years of
age and older who have not been
traditionally published in the children’s
literature field
• Grant of $500 and free tuition to any
SCBWI conference anywhere in the
world
• Applications March 1–31, 2017

2017 OTHER GRANTS
KATHERINE PATERSON
PRIZE FOR YOUNG ADULT &
CHILDREN’S WRITING
• An annual prize for Young Adult and
Children’s Literature. Three category
winners receive $100 each and
publication. The categories are Young
Adult (YA), Middle Grade (MG), and
Picture Book or Writing for Young
Children. One overall first-place winner
receives $1,000 and publication.
• Submit by email or postal service an
original, unpublished piece under
10,000 words. Your entry may be a short
story or a novel excerpt, but if it is a
novel excerpt, it should stand alone.
$20.00 entry fee. Further instructions
can be found at: http://hungermtn.org/
contests/katherine-paterson-prize/
• Deadline: March 1, 2017
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CONFERENCES
SCBWI 2017 WINTER
CONFERENCE
When: Feb. 10–12, 2017
Where: Grand Hyatt,109 East 42nd St.,
New York, NY
Cost: $430 for SCBWI members,
$530 for nonmembers
For more information:

visit https://www.scbwi.org

NIU 36th ANNUAL CHILDREN’S
LITERATURE CONFERENCE
What: Finding Yourself in a Book
When: March 18, 2017, 7:00 a.m. –
5:00 p.m.
Where: Holmes Student Center,
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb
Cost: $135 (early bird registration no
later than February 14) or $155 (after
February 14). NIU Alumni rate is
$125 early bird, or $145 after February
14. Includes handouts & flash drives,
breakfast, lunch, and all sessions
Details: Speakers include Merrie
Haskell, Jeanne R. Kraus, Emily Jiang,
Doreen Rappaport, and Marc Tyler
Nobelman.
For more information: visit http://
www.cedu.niu.edu/oep/conferences/
childrenslit/
Diane Telgen is a Chicago-based freelance
writer and author of reference books. She
will graduate in January with an MFA in
Writing for Children and Young Adults
from Vermont College of Fine Arts.

Tales from the Front
How a Chinese Native Overcame Her Language Limitations and Got a Book
Published in English
By Songju Ma Daemicke
My road to being an author was long,
winding, and bumpy, crossing over two
continents.
I grew up in a small town in China
during the Cultural Revolution. It
was a cultural desert. There wasn’t a
single library in our town. All Western
and Chinese traditional arts and
literature were considered virtueless
and forbidden. We had no TV, only
radio, and occasionally Russian movies.
We had eight national Beijing opera
shows, but that was it. Chinese people
read Mao’s little red books at school
and their workplaces. Workers in the
factories and farmers in the village
would vote to decide who would go to
college. Reading was my escape. I not
only read Mao’s book and textbooks but
every single book I could get my hands
on. I was fascinated by the beauty and
power of a good story and appreciated
good writing. I was a good writer when
I was a little girl. Every so often, my
writing assignments were read to my
class. I dreamed of being a writer when
I grew up.
When I was in junior high, Mao
died. Chinese politics and economics
changed immediately and significantly.
The college entry exam system was
restored. Traditional arts came back.
I finally had the opportunity to enjoy
many Chinese literature classics as well
as great non-Chinese authors like Leo
Tolstoy and Victor Hugo.
At that time, China was just starting
to open up to the West. Chinese
people suddenly realized that we had
fallen deeply behind scientifically and

economically compared with America,
Europe and other developed countries.
Science became the most important
subject in China. “If you master math,
physics and chemistry, you can conquer
the world” was our school’s slogan. I
always excelled in math and physics.
I decided I should try to be a scientist
or engineer and help modernize the
new China. I was on track to become

In 1999 I attained a master’s degree
in computer science from DePaul
University and upon graduating started
working as a software engineer for
Motorola.
After my twin daughters were born in
2003, I became a stay-at-home mother.
Like most moms, I read aloud to my
daughters every day. We read a lot
of great books, including Dr. Seuss,
Madeline and The Little House on the
Prairie. Reading children’s classics
rekindled my love of literature.
In 2009, I started to attend a writer’s
workshop led by Kathleen Anne
Fleming at Northbrook Public Library.
She was a talented writer and teacher.
I loved the exercises given in her class.
However, I never read my writing out
loud in my class as I knew it was full
of grammatical errors and I would be
embarrassed in front of native English
writers.

a scientist. My PhD thesis was titled
“Modeling Propagation of the Rupture
in Inhomogeneous Material” ( a
comprehensive study of earthquake
tremors).
In 1996, about two years into my PhD
study at L’Institut de Physique du Globe
de Paris, my funding wasn’t renewed
due to economic difficulties in France.
I made a snap decision to come to
America to finish my PhD studies.
However, soon after arriving, I got
caught up in the new computer/internet
technology wave and quickly decided to
change my major to computer science.
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In the summer of 2010, my family and
I went to Glenview Days. We noticed a
very funny sign that said “Free Smells”
on a picture window at a Jimmy John’s
shop. We all laughed about it. This
reminded me of a story told by my
grandfather when I was a little girl. I
made a note about it in my journal.
In 2011, I took reading and writing
classes offered by Oakton Community
College for foreign students. One of
the writing assignments was to write
about something that came from one’s
homeland. I took the basic concept of
my grandfather’s tale and wrote a story
with characters, setting, and details
from my imagination.

The greedy and calculating Fu Wang
cooks a feast in his yard and then
demands that his neighbors pay for the
delicious smells. How will the judge
rule in this uncommon case? Should
the neighbors have to pay? A wise
judge compares the two senses of smell
and hearing and closes the case with a
clever and convincing adjudication.
When I read my draft to my class. I
was surprised that everyone seemed
to love it. It occurred to me that this
story could be an old Chinese folktale,
so I went to our library and read all
the Chinese and Asian folktale books
I could find. However, I couldn’t find
a story similar to it written in Chinese
or English. So I pulled out my writing
assignment and seriously rewrote it.
There are no articles in the Chinese
language, so I always forgot articles.
I had to do a few drafts just focusing
on the articles. Chinese verbs remain
in the same form for every tense. So
I then focused on the verb tenses. I
also worked on the accuracy of the
words, the pace, the arc and other
aspects. At the same time, I attended
a few workshops with the Off Campus
Writers’ Workshop, feeling it would be
helpful to me.
At this time, I also wrote another story,
“Cao Chong Weighs an Elephant.”
This tale was based on a famous true
story that happened in China during
the late Han Dynasty (25–220). An
emperor received an exotic gift, an
elephant. The emperor wanted to know
exactly how much the monstrous beast
weighed. All his learned advisers drew a
blank. Seven-year-old Cao Chong, his
son, stepped forward with a solution.
Put the elephant on a barge on the
water, mark the waterline, take the
elephant out and put in stones until the
mark was reached again. Then weigh
the stones. It was the first recorded use
of Archimedes’ principle regarding
buoyancy.

It was now 2012. I felt that my stories
still needed more work. I read a few
good writing and editing books. I
reworked my stories after finishing each
chapter to address the specific aspect of
writing covered. I’m a very slow writer.
A paragraph often took me hours to
write or rewrite. My husband and my
three daughters were my cheerleaders,
my first readers and my editors. I also
joined the Wilmette Library Writing
Group led by a wonderful and talented
writer, Julie West Johnson. I received
many insightful suggestions and lots of
support from them.
My stories were finally getting into
better shape. I started to think about
actually submitting them to a publisher.
I did a lot of research online and
discovered an extremely helpful book
called Children’s Writer’s & Illustrator’s
Market. I read through the book and
analyzed the publishers. If a publisher
seemed to be a good fit for my topic and
format, I would then go to their website
and study their submission guidelines.
In November 2012, I attended a Prairie
Writer’s Day conference to listen to
other successful writers talk about
writing, how to find an agent and write
a good cover letter. This was an exciting
and informational experience for me.
After more critiques and having
rewritten my two stories a few more
times, I finally submitted the story
Cao Chong Weighs an Elephant to a few
agents and publishers in December
2012. I thought the elephant was a
good luck animal and that I might have
a better chance with it. However, the
end result was that I got a single polite
rejection letter from an agent and
nothing from a publisher.
In the spring of 2013, our house got
flooded by a fast-rising river that ran
through our backyard. Our family had
to move out and restore the house over
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the next ten months. While we lived
in a rental apartment, I wrote another
story and submitted it to a contest. I
didn’t win.
After we moved back to our own house
in the spring of 2014, I used fresh
eyes to look at my first two stories (A
Case of Sense and Cao Chong Weighs
an Elephant) and changed the stories
significantly. I added a child character
to A Case of Sense and reduced the word
counts from 1500 to about 800 each. In
May 2014, I submitted my two stories
to Arbordale Publishing just before
we went on a long family vacation to
China.
While in China, my family and I
visited Yangzhou City, a culturally
historic and significant city in China.
There is a famous Wenchang temple
there. Wenchang was a Chinese god
who governed culture, fame, position,
studies, and articles.
I burned some incense just as the
ancient Chinese students once
did before taking their entrance
examinations to become imperial
scholars. I knelt humbly before the
gracious and wise Wenchang and asked
for him to bless my stories. Confucius
was on his left. On his right was Zhu
Xi, master of Neo-Confucianism of the
Song dynasty. All three seemed to be
smiling at me.
A month later, I got an email from
Arbordale Publishing. They had
decided to publish A Case of Sense
as part of their “For Creative Minds”
series, all fun and educational picture
books with science or math concepts
behind them.
In the summer of 2015, Arbordale
Publishing offered me a contract for
my second story, Cao Chong Weighs an
Elephant. It will come out in the fall of
2017.

A Case of Sense was released in August
2016. Kirkus Reviews called it “A
folktale retelling that’s well-suited to
a new generation of young readers.”
China Daily suggested “should help
young minds get out of that box.” A
Case of Sense was just nominated for a
2018 Monarch Award.
Being a published author in America,
and in my second language, English,
is fulfilling, thrilling and beyond my
wildest dreams!
Let your passion be your guide,
diligence your pick, and persistence
your ropes. You will reach your Everest!
Songju Ma Daemicke is a children’s book
author with a strong science background.
Her debut picture book, A Case of Sense,
a 2018 Monarch Award nominee, was
published in 2016. Her second book,
Cao Chong weighs an Elephant, will be
released in the fall of 2017. Both are fun,
clever and educational stories in Arbordale
Publishing ‘s “Creative Mind” series.
For more information visit http://www.
songjumadaemicke.com

Food For Thought: Programming
for Our Professional Members
Royalty Statements and Other Business Questions
This past October, Jennifer Mattson,
an agent at the Andrea Brown Literary
Agency, joined a group of published and
soon-to-be-published SCBWI Illinois
members at Open Books in Chicago.
The topic was “Royalty Statements and
Other Business Questions.” Jennifer
used actual royalty statements to explain
the language and technical aspects
of these often confusing statements.
Jennifer was extremely generous with
her expertise and her time, and I know we all found this presentation enlightening.
Food For Thought is occasional programming for published and soon to be
published members. Topics are suggested by members and the locations vary. If
you have a topic you would like addressed, please contact Sallie Wolf, at salwolf@
comcast.net, to propose your topic and see if a date and location can be scheduled.
Sallie Wolf, http://salliewolf.com, an artist, writer, and avid journal keeper, is the author

of several picture books, including The Robin Makes a Laughing Sound—A Birder’s
Journal. Her terse verse truck book, Truck Stuck, will be released as a board book
January 17, 2007.
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Winter Season’s Crop: Books Homegrown in Illinois
Books Published between Dec. 1, 2016, and March 31, 2017
Compiled by Tina Stoval and Natalie Ziarnik

Picture Books

Chapter Books

Young Adult Nonfiction

Miriam Busch and Larry Day (both

Gina Bellisario, Ellie Ultra: Super Fluffy
to the Rescue, Capstone/Stone Arch
Books, February 2017

Julia Kuo and Michael Wojtech,

Illinois members!), Raisin, The Littlest
Cow, Balzer + Bray, March 2017
Denise Holmes, illustrator, Where Are
the Words?, by Jodi McKay, Albert
Whitman, November 2016

Gina Bellisario, Ellie Ultra: Team Earth
Takeover, Capstone/Stone Arch Books,
February 2017

For more information, please subscribe
to BOOK BOUNTY on SCBWI.org,
Illinois region.

Nonfiction Picture Books

Middle Grade Novel

Janet McDonnell, illustrator, What
to Do When You Feel Too Shy: A Kid’s
Guide to Overcoming Social Anxiety, by
Claire A. B. Freeland and Jacqueline
B. Toner, Magination Press, December
2016

Keir Graff, The Matchstick Castle,
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, January 2017

Suzanne Slade, Out of School and Into
Nature: The Anna Comstock Story,
illustrated by Jessica Lanan, March
2017
Jennifer Ward, Feather and Hair: What
Animals Wear, illustrated by Jing Jing
Tsong, Beach Lane Books, March 2017

Nonfiction Middle Grade
Deb Aronson, Alexandra the Great:

The Story of the Record-Breaking Filly
Who Ruled the Racetrack, Chicago
Review Press, March 2017

Nonfiction Novel
Patricia Hruby Powell, Loving
Vs. Virginia, illustrated by Shadra
Strickland, Chronicle Books, January

2017

Jennifer Ward, What Will Grow?,
illustrated by Susie Ghahremani,

Bloomsbury, February 2017
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The Curious Artist: Drawing Trees and
Leaves, Quarry Books, December 2016

Don’t Miss
Pitch Perfect: Spring Thaw 2017
Date: Saturday, April 29
Location: Barbara Belding Lodge at Brewster Creek,

6N921 IL Rte. 25,
St. Charles, IL
Time: 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
Hashtag: #2017ST

Have you been writing or illustrating diligently the past
several years? Submitting to publishing houses? Going
to conferences? Do you feel like you’re at the cusp of
publication?
If so, join us for our Spring Thaw event! Pitch your work to
an editor or agent at a roundtable and get feedback on your
first page or your illustrations. Enjoy a craft intensive, led by
a talented book creator, on either novels or picture books.
Want more? Get a written manuscript critique from an editor
or agent. And, of course, have a yummy nosh with your
colleagues!
For more information on this upcoming event, including
a faculty list, check out the SCBWI-IL website:
illinois.scbwi.org.
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Writing Tips
Writing What You Care About
By Michelle Falkoff
If there’s one thing I suspect most
people can agree on this election
season, it’s that we live in a very
complicated world during a very
complicated time. For a lot of us, this
has been a time to reflect on why it
is we do what we do and how we, as
writers, can participate in making the
world the kind of place we want to
live in. This column usually focuses on
craft issues, but today I’d like to take a
step back and talk a bit more broadly
about how we choose what we’re going
to write about. I do want to include
some specifics, though, so I’ll suggest
some steps people can take in order to
write about things that are important
to them, and to write about them in
ways that help show their importance
to others.

know and feel on our own. Writing
about topics we’re passionate about
necessarily means we’re going to have
to teach people how to care about those
things as much as we do, so our role as
teachers is important.

We should start with a topic that makes
us angry, or passionate, or scared. A
lot of us are grappling with big issues
these days: racism, sexism, homophobia,
and anti-Semitism come immediately
to mind, but tumultuous times affect
everyone differently. Writing can be
a way of trying to make sense of the
chaos, so we should choose topics that
are on our minds, things we want to
understand better or grapple with, and
consider making that the focus of our
next project, even if the task seems
daunting.

To solve the message problem, we
have to focus on character. We have to
imagine a person who’s at the center of
the conflict we’re trying to illuminate.
While message books don’t go over
well, books about characters who are
working their way through difficult,
real things do. And while we may have
started out writing a book about a
Thing, we’re now writing a book about
people.

Then we move on to research. We
need to learn more about the topic
overall, learn what tends to help people
understand it, learn about what other
people need to know about it who
haven’t done that research. Before we
can be effective teachers, we have to
be outstanding students, which means
developing expertise beyond what we

Next, we put aside the teacher role.
(“Do I contradict myself? Very well I
contradict myself, I am large, I contain
multitudes.” Thanks, Walt Whitman.)
There’s nothing kids hate more than
being preached to; I remember hating
that feeling as a young reader (I was
furious when I found out Go Ask Alice
wasn’t real, for example), and in a lot of
ways I still hate that feeling now. Books
that are only about getting messages
across tend to make pretty unsatisfying
reading.

We then should consider what kind of
world we want to construct in order
to follow this character’s struggle.
We should set our books in the kinds
of worlds we want to read about, or
worlds that will help us express what
we’re trying to get across. Though
people often assume that contemporary,
realistic problems signal the need for a
contemporary, realistic world, that’s not
always the case.
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Genre fiction often does at least as good
a job (if not better) at highlighting
contemporary problems as realistic
fiction. Dystopic fiction allows us to
think about the future implications of
present-day issues; fantasy novels have
long dealt with class issues and warfare
that are often infeasible to take on in
contemporary children’s literature.
Sometimes it can be beneficial to use
genre fiction to place a filter over issues
of race and culture in order to convince
readers to put aside their preconceived
ideas about these topics; they may be
more accessible to audiences we’re
trying to reach that way.
We also don’t have to assume that
books dealing with difficult issues need
to be serious and dark. People solve
lots of problems and break down walls
through humor; some of the most
thoughtful explorations of cultural
conflict come in romance novels, where
larger social issues play out in intensely
personal ways. Focusing on the personal
is often a more effective way to get
through to readers; this goes back
to thinking about character and the
reminder that we’re always, first
and foremost, writing about people,
not Issues.
These are simple steps, to be sure, but
I’m finding I have a lot of complicated
thoughts about what’s going on around
me, and I need a little simplicity to help
me process things. I hope these simple
steps might be useful to some of you,
as well.
Michelle Falkoff is the author of the
young adult novels Playlist for the Dead
and Pushing Perfect. She lives in Chicago.

Illustrator Tips
Just Who Do You Think You Are? Finding Your Voice in Illustration
By Terri Murphy

“Just who do you think you are?”
That was a question once posed to
me by a small, rather unscrupulous
publisher when I insisted on an advance
to illustrate a book. When I explained
it was unacceptable to work for months
for free as she suggested, waiting for
royalties to kick in once the book was
published, the publisher countered
with, “Just who do you think you are?”
Though I walked away from the lessthan-lucrative deal, her question got me
thinking. Who DO I think I am?

Finding Your Visual Voice
So how, as artists, do we stand apart?
How do we find our unique selves and
how do we make it show up in our
illustrations?
One good place to investigate is at the
beginning—your childhood. What kind
of kid were you? Bookish? Analytical?
Class clown? Did you revel in the

natural world or did you think bugs
were icky? Were you shy or did you
jump into new situations feet first and
think later? What were you passionate
about and what gave you joy? Make a
list of your attributes as you remember
them.
As a child, illustrator G. Brian Karas
had a fanciful mind and found he could
explore different and interesting lands
via books. On windy days, he imagined
that sand blowing on his face may have
come from the Sahara. He enjoyed
drawing Charles M. Schultz’s Peanuts
characters and was the “class artist.”
Third-grader (and future two-time
Caldecott winner) Marla Frazee loved
books and knew her life calling at a
young age. She announced she was
going to be a children’s book illustrator!
Little Marla and her friend wrote
and illustrated a story called “The
Friendship Circle.” Her teacher was
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impressed and sent it to the California
State Fair, where it won an award.
The third-graders then recreated the
illustrated story from memory for
display at their school library.

When I fill in those childhood questions,
I begin to understand that I was a shy but
curious child who often pondered the
bigger questions of life. My favorite “toy”
was my dad’s second-hand binoculars,
which allowed me to investigate faraway
things up close. One of my greatest
joys…to make friends laugh.

Group” where you can give and receive
critiques on posted art. Nurture this skill!

The SCBWI Illustrators Network
(Chicago Area) feature critiques as
part of their monthly meetings, but if
you’re not able to attend, you can form
your own small group of illustrator
friends who meet for that purpose. An
online resource is the SCBWI.ORG
“blueboard” discussions which can be
found under the resources tab. There
is also a Facebook group that you can
join called “Kidlit Illustration Critique

relationships between characters, and
her harmonious, limited color palette
keeps us there while she zeros in on
emotionally capturing the viewer with
the intimacy of her scenes.
The only way to develop an illustration
voice is to draw and paint. A lot.
Don’t quit on an illustration until you
yourself have fallen in love with it.
Then, when you touch on something
that moves you, do it again, but just
a little differently. Different subject
matter? Limited palette? Doesn’t matter
what, just that you keep doing it.
After all, how long did it take you to
learn language? And still we’re always
learning new words.

Ask yourself, ”Who was I as a kid?” and
you’ll find the seeds of who you are as
an adult. Remembering this may spark
realizations about why we do what
we do or give us a direction for future
inquiries.

Critique Illustrations
As we develop our illustrations from
the sketch phase to finished art, we
may look for outside critique to give
us direction. Much can be gained by
opening ourselves up to accept another
point of view, digest what is said,
and then use it, or not, according to
what we feel is true for us as we work
toward finding our own voice. Much
can also be gained by critiquing other
illustrators’ work. You think deeply
and enter into internal conversation
on design, color choices, and if it’s the
best interpretation of the narrative.
You learn to voice an opinion and it
becomes a form of problem solving.
Over and over, I’ve heard art directors
say they hire illustrators who are not
only good at their craft but problem
solvers who can easily handle the many
revisions that may come their way.
Or before they come their way.

Neal’s voice is also the narrative of

Illustration Style vs.
Illustration Voice
Illustration voice is different from style.
A style is the physical, visual way you
interpret the world. It’s the medium
you use to express it. Your style may
be inked, semi-realistic figures with
soft watercolor washes. Or exaggerated
forms with bold flat color. Or art that
leans toward decorative interpretations
using geometric forms as texture. Style
is the split-second, first thing people see
when they look at your art.
Illustration voice is the second thing
people see and feel, as they linger over
your art. It’s what charms us, what keeps
us coming back. No matter what subject
that illustrator chooses to illustrate, we
keep hearing an echoing, resonating
conversation.
Steven Kellogg builds an intricate
world and intentionally holds you in
it with a cacophony of activity. Mo
Willems keeps things visually simple
so the interaction between characters
comes to the forefront. Juana Martinez-
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Copy Other illustrators
(Create a Style Board)
It seems counterintuitive to advise
copying other illustrators when looking
to find your own visual voice. The
truth is we are all attracted to certain
styles, line-work, color choices and
graphic representations of form. Much
can be learned from direct copying of
an illustration you admire. Challenges
the original creator solved become your
own as you occupy their brainspace
for a while. You can also create a style
board. A style board could be a digital
or physical presentation, created to
inform you with ideas and inspiration
for an upcoming illustration. It can
contain color swatches, illustration
samples, typography, photographs,
quotes…anything that will get the
juices flowing. I find it always good
to have a goal when setting up a style
board—for instance “I want to explore
high contrast in illustration,” or “I want
to work with a limited palette,” or “I
want to exaggerate body forms”—and
find examples accordingly. This works
especially well when you are addressing
a perceived weakness in your own work
with the intention of getting a better
grasp on it.

5” x 8” paper. What did I discover about
myself during this challenge? That I
loved the art of telling a story. And I
loved surprising the viewer with the
unexpected.

Self-Imposed Challenges
Linus Pauling, who won a Nobel Prize
in chemistry, once said, “The best way
to have a good idea is to have a lot of
ideas.”
Flex your creative muscle every day!
Whether you’re a full-time illustrator or
work another job full-time, make sure
to carve out time for your passion daily.
One very effective way to strengthen
your “illustration voice” is to announce
your intention to take on a challenge
on social media. Some creativity
challenges that already exist online
(twitter, Facebook) are:

More important than that, you can use
these challenges to visually discover
who you are. How? By going in with
that intention of discovery. For
instance, I did four different challenges
in the past couple of years…Inktober,
and some of my own. One I called
“Illo a Day”...which was just that, an
illustration a day. As I typically work
traditionally in gouache, I wanted to
explore watercolor every day, and so to
make it manageable, I worked on small

• Inktober (inked art each day in
October with hashtag #Inktober)
• #sketch365, #thedailysketch…
just what it implies, a daily
commitment!
• Illustration Friday: by prompt, post
by Friday at illustrationfriday.com
• Colour Collective, submit
according to color prompts
#clr_collective
The hidden benefit of these challenges
is that art directors know of them too
and silently lurk, perusing the hashtags.
You could be discovered!
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Getting bolder, the next challenge I
fashioned was “Mornings in May”…
which were watercolors once again but
on 9” x 12” paper, working from random
3-word prompts. The beauty of this
one is it stretched me beyond my own
imagination. We all have certain images
that we subconsciously default to when
constructing a narrative scene. But
with the random prompts, I’m required
to imagine “lamb, night sky and
microphone” or “cake, bike and forest”
or “lemur, doll and ants” together in
one scene. I would have never thought
of those scenes otherwise. What did I
discover about my voice? That I like a
bit of mystery to the narrative.
Good friend and illustrator Michael
Bricis also took to social media in his
month-long Inktober commitment. It
was fascinating to watch his progress as
the demand of creating art anew every
day had its influence over him. Of his
experience, Michael says: “Inktober

(art by Michael Bricis)

was quite the exhilarating experience.
I jumped in with just the intention
of having fun, but that freedom of
mind combined with the challenge of
drawing daily left me experimenting
with a variety of images. I allowed
things as diverse as ink bleeding
through from the previous page to
standing up in a wedding to a bout
with insomnia to influence or inspire
the next image.” Here is a view of his
progression:		
And herein lies the power of these
challenges. Within a short period of
time, like a long-distance runner, you
are in the midst of your full creative
powers. You have broken through
the wall. You are focused, zoned in,
your instruments at hand, and like a
symphony you call up all you’ve ever
learned or intuitively know and go with
the flow.

The Path—Be Willing to Walk
the Walk
Here is the golden nugget, the Holy
Grail, the buried treasure of the
critiquing, style boards and challenges.
It’s the opportunity, consciously and
with intent, to dive deep.

We can talk all
we want about
goals and websites
and postcards.
We can ponder
how to approach
art directors and
which conferences
we should attend.
We can research
art reps and
trends. But most
important and
above all else is
the work. Who
you are begins to
show up in your
illustrations if you
work toward it, expound on it, have a
handful of samples in that vein, then a
collection, then an overflowing treasure
trove of your style and voice. It becomes
a joy to begin another illustration, a
recognition, like an old friend coming
to visit again each time you create
another piece. The echo of you.
And if someone asks, “just who do you
think you are?” you can answer, boldly,
“I am…me. Consistently. And no one
else is.”
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Terri Murphy is an Illustrator
Coordinator for SCBWI-Illinois, and
the illustrator for Dance Y’all Dance
(Bright Sky Press) and One Day I Went
Rambling (Bright Sky Press). She is also
a youth librarian and hosts art classes for
children and adults at area libraries. You
can find more of her artwork at www.
terrimurphyart.com.

Writer’s Bookshelf
Wired for Story, by Lisa Cron
Reviewed by Susan Santiago
than I realized. “Areas of the brain that
lit up when they read about an activity
were identical to those that light up
when they actually experience it.” I
certainly can attest to the powerful
effects novels have had on me while I
hungrily turned the pages.

Like many writers, I have enjoyed story
for a long time in many forms. Reading?
Of course. A good movie? Yes, please.
A storytelling festival? The highlight
of summers past. Tell me a good story
in my most dreaded class and I’m an
interested student. But it isn’t just
because I have fond memories that I’m
drawn to story. As it turns out, story is
quite possibly saving my life and yours
too.
Lisa Cron explains in her book Wired
for Story that as we are sinking deeper
into stories, our brains are busy
collecting lifesaving tidbits. Why?
Because our brains are hardwired to
crave story. It files these morsels away
so we will know what to do if our father
get captured by It or if our best friend
drowns on her way to our imagined
country on the other side of the
brook or a plethora of other unlikely
circumstances. Lisa Cron writes, “Story
helps us survive not only in the lifeand-death physical sense but also in a
life-well-lived social sense.”

I first heard Lisa Cron speak at the Wild
Wild Midwest SCBWI Conference in
the spring of ’16. Dressed in all black
with a no nonsense, slightly sarcastic
demeanor and a dry sense of humor,
she exuded a tell-you-straight tone
that carried through her text as well.
That’s a lesson on voice, isn’t it? She
has worked in many areas of writing and
is an instructor at UCLA’s Extension
Writers’ Program. This story coach
has also penned a second book, Story
Genius: How to Use Brain Science to Go
Beyond Outlining and Write a Riveting
Novel (Before You Waste Three Years
Writing 327 Pages That Go Nowhere).

But this works only if we are writing a
story worth reading. Readers can spot
a poorly written story within a page or
two. With time being one of the most
precious commodities, we will turn our
backs on the book without any remorse
and mercilessly scour the racks at the
library until we find a story that we can
slip into with ease.

Though the content of Wired is not
difficult to understand, I felt suddenly
smarter as I read about neuroscience
research and its direct application to
story. Above all, this is a craft book.
So authors who work on their craft
with dedication will find familiar
rules of the writing road in here. But
it’s not tedious. Cron does two things
other craft books don’t. The first is the
tie-in to neuroscience. She dedicates
the opening of each chapter to it
and weaves brain-explaining tidbits
throughout each chapter, highlighting
the readers’ need for things the author
must achieve.
For example, let’s consider
identification, the reader’s need to
relate to the main character in order
to be hooked by the story. Did you also
know it’s because of these little things
called mirror neurons? As it turns out,
readers experience the story far deeper
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Yet, it’s so incredibly difficult to write
a page-turner. This can’t-put-a-fingeron-it quality is what Cron breaks
down. She spends 11 chapters getting
into the grit of writing, breaking
down the fourth wall of stories where
all the secrets are kept. All of those
tricks that slipped past us as we were
feeling the adrenaline as Harry dangled
precariously from his broomstick during
the quidditch match. “Stories are about
how we, rather than the world around
us, change. They grab us only when
they allow us to experience how it
would feel to navigate the plot.” She
shows us how to write that experience.
The second distinct feature Cron does
well is write very specifically. As she
points out in chapter 6, “The only
details [our brains] let through are the
ones with the potential to affect us.
The same is true for your story. Your
job is to filter out the details that don’t
matter a whit so you can have plenty
of space left for the ones that do.” She
demonstrates this concept in her own

writing. For every key idea she puts
forward, she provides a specific and
thorough illustration to bring it to life.
• What Came Before He Shot Her by
Elizabeth George exemplifies all of
the jobs the first sentence must do.
(And what a first sentence!)
• Making a mini-outline by exploring
theme is detailed through one of
the most layered stories in history,
Gone with the Wind.
• External and internal goals and
obstacles are exemplified through
It’s a Wonderful Life
• A case study of the perfect story
from Cron’s perspective: Die Hard
All in all she uses about 40 titles
from both films and novels to clarify
concepts of focus, theme, plot, emotion,
conflict, cause and effect, set-ups,
subplots, perspective, show-don’t-tell
(does anyone else hear the nails on
the chalkboard?), and a bunch more,
including my favorite, the And So?
Test.
Let’s talk a little about SHOW-DON’TTELL. I think this is the concept in
writing that irks me most. Yes, it is
completely important. But sometimes
it feels like an easy throwaway critique
comment. So I thank Lisa Cron for
clarifying the MYTH of SDT, “Show,
Don’t Tell is literal—Don’t tell me
John is sad, show him crying.” The
REALITY of SDT: “Show, Don’t Tell
is figurative—Don’t tell me John is sad,
show me Why he’s sad.”
Is it just me, or did she just make that
concept a whole lot harder? It’s so much
easier to write a few descriptors of body
language than to give motivation, but
who said writing is easy? I think no
one who has actually tried to write
anything. But we need to hear it
straight, and you can count on Lisa
Cron to lay it out there plain as day.

Aside from all of the stimulating
neuroscience and the specific do’s and
don’ts of writing, I greatly appreciate
the organization of the book. Each
chapter starts with a cognitive secret
and its comparable story secret. Every
chapter contains myths and realities of
writing. Cron understands the attention
span of her audience (writers who love
to chase rabbits) and gives us bulleted
lists and paraphrases the neuroscience
by saying things like, “so basically this
means . . .” She makes it so easy for us!
And at the end of each chapter she
gives checkpoints. I have photographed
each of these checkpoints and coalesced
them into a digital notebook to
reference during pre-writing, revision,
critiquing, or for inspiration.
In the last chapter she turns the
attention away from what the reader
and the reader’s brain desire to the
writer’s brain. She gives us an incredible
pep talk mixed with tough love and
a swift kick where we need it. Do you
know what makes writing so difficult?
Well, many things that she walks us
through, but also because writers have
an incredibly hefty challenge: “What
makes good writers different? We can
hold in our minds what we know and
what our characters believe and at
the same time keep track of what our
readers believe, sometimes to the sixth
or seventh level.” We sound pretty
smart, don’t we?
We are, but we need help. Get your
critique group together and read this
book. Watch Die Hard first, you won’t
regret it. Keep a notebook nearby to
catch those dashing rabbits who are
trying to run away with the ideas that
will inevitably pop up while you are
reading. And sharpen each other.
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This book will not be sitting on a
bookshelf collecting dust. It’s on my
writing table, marked up, tagged, and
dog-eared. The binding is well worn
and I trust yours will be too. Yes,
writing will still be incredibly hard—a
wonderful, addictive torture. But now
I’ve got a whole bag of tricks to apply to
my stories and an indispensable map to
use when pre-writing.
We’ve got an important job, saving
humankind, one story at a time.
Susan Santiago has been drawn to books
since watching her grandfather run his
letter press and following her big sister to
work at the library. From library volunteer,
to teacher, to writer, Susan is always
finding ways to connect others to good
stories.

Book Look
How “Adult” Can YA
Be?: Marcus Sedgwick’s
Ghosts of Heaven
By Diane Telgen
While pursuing my M.F.A. in writing
for children and young adults over the
past two years, I have been required
to read a lot of books—dozens and
dozens. Perhaps the most intriguing
reading I did was in preparation for the
week I spent in residency at Bath Spa
University in Corsham, England. Before
we met with Bath Spa’s M.A. students,
both groups were given a reading list
that included ten young-adult books:
five by British authors, and five by
Americans.
The American list had some fantastic
books on it, many of them classics that
I had already read: Sherman Alexie’s
The Absolutely True Diary of a PartTime Indian. Benjamin Alire Saénz’s
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets
of the Universe. A.S. King’s Please
Ignore Vera Dietz. And the must-read
Feed by M.T. Anderson. Despite the
differences in time (and even space!) of
their various settings, all were narrated
in the first person, and all focused on
the struggles of the narrator to deal
with very personal issues, whether it
was finding love, overcoming grief,
or making a place for themselves in a
society that isn’t always accepting of
difference. Even the one book on the
list not to follow this narrative pattern,
Tom McNeal’s Far, Far Away, used a
first-person narrator (the ghost of Jacob
Grimm) and covered a relatively short
period of time.
While the British list certainly had
entries that followed this first-person,
chronologically direct structure, I was
more intrigued by the ones that didn’t.

Melvin Burgess’s Smack (originally

published in the UK as Junk) used both
first-person and third-person passages
from multiple points of view—including
adults—to construct a dark and brutal
portrayal of teen drug addiction. Mal
Peet’s Life: An Exploded Diagram,
a generational saga that looked at
one British family over decades, not
only was told in both third and first
person but also included chapters from
President John F. Kennedy’s point of

view during the Cuban missile crisis.
And finally, Marcus Sedgwick’s Ghosts
of Heaven, which I read because the
author was scheduled to speak to our
group, was a series of four stories that
were unconnected, except that each
narrative somehow considered the
figure of the spiral.
Don’t get me wrong, I very much
enjoyed these different works, but
my first inclination upon finishing
them was to think, “These are works
for young adults? Really?” I was hardpressed to think of more than a handful
of works by American writers that took
similar risks by using complex structures
or by emphasizing concept more than
character. I was particularly struck by
Ghosts of Heaven, which I felt compared
favorably with any adult fiction I
had read over the past few years. Its
four sections considered the spiral
through the stories of a Paleolithic
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girl; a teen accused of witchcraft in
the seventeenth century; an early
twentieth-century poet in a mental
hospital; and a spaceship sentinel. Yes,
the first two protagonists were young
adults, but the other two were adults—
and the final story did not contain any
young characters at all. In addition,
Sedgwick writes in his preface that you
can read the four sections in any order,
so that it is possible to read half the
book before encountering a young adult
viewpoint.
While Ghosts of Heaven is more
concept-driven than character-driven,
the characters are fully realized and the
settings are intriguing. And the figure of
the spiral, touched on in each segment,
leads the reader to consider larger ideas:
the mathematical perfection you can
find in nature; time and causality; and
humanity’s need to strive and uncover
the truth. By the time the final story
ended by spiraling back to the first
story, my mind was totally blown. And
thinking about it again, I wondered
whether that mind-blowing quest for
meaning actually made this a perfect
read for teen readers. Growing up in the
relatively scant YA market of the 1980s,
I myself left YA behind for nothing but
adult sci-fi and fantasy by the time I
was sixteen, and most teens I know are
curious to explore the larger meanings
of life and the universe.
Sedgwick actually makes a similar
argument in the fourth and final
segment of Ghosts of Heaven. This story
centers on Keir Bowman, who is serving
as a sentinel on a long-sleep ship that
is traversing the galaxy, carrying five
hundred passengers who will colonize
the Earth-like planet that lies at the
end of the journey. Bowman (an adult)
is awoken every ten years to monitor
the ship’s systems, and during one
such awakening discovers that some
of the colonists have died during long
sleep. While investigating the deaths,

Bowman reviews their personnel files
and wonders whether demographics
influenced the colonists’ selection
criteria:
Are they teenagers? It has long been
recognized, Bowman knows, that the
teenage mind played a large role in the
explosion of humankind: the young
adult mind, with its love of risk-taking
and experimentation. Of freedom and
exploration, of pushing the limits. In
the aeons when life expectancy reached
barely twenty years, when we clung
to the fireside and when we drew
magic on the walls of dark caves, those
were things that set our entire species
ahead of the competition, those were
the characteristics that gave us an
evolutionary edge.
This passage refers back to the first
segment of Ghosts of Heaven, in which
an unnamed Paleolithic girl is desperate
to perform the cave-drawing magic that
will ensure a successful hunt for her
people. The hunt is interrupted by the
attack of another clan, and although
the girl finds herself trapped in the
cave, the result is a brainstorm that
leads to the creation of writing—an act
as revolutionary for our species as trying
to colonize the stars. If history moves in
cycles, as Sedgwick seems to suggest in
these stories, these cycles are not closed
circles but open spirals, always moving
forward and beyond. And teens are the
people most inclined to make those
risky leaps forward.
When Sedgwick spoke to our group
about the development of this piece,
however, he argued that “young adult”
fiction—that hard-to-define beast—
doesn’t necessarily need to have teen
protagonists. Teenagers can understand
and be interested in people or things
different from them, he explained,
especially when you consider that
the purpose of reading is to absorb
experiences that we haven’t had yet.

So when we try to restrict YA to what
is familiar or “suitable,” we are putting
limits on what it can be. Perhaps the
best way to consider the concept of the
YA reader, he suggested, is that they are
stepping out of childhood and exploring
how to become their adult selves. And
because we as writers for young people
have chosen not to shut down our
connection to childhood, we are better
able to portray that bridge to adulthood.
So when it comes to publishing, he told
us, we need to remember that YA is
not a genre; it’s a marketing construct
that contains many genres. And when
you try to limit what “young adult”
contains, you are forgetting that teen
experience includes “experimentation,
risk taking, rebellion, and most of all,
an open mind!”
Of course, as the winner of multiple
awards, Sedgwick may have an easier
road to publishing untraditional works
that appear more adult than the usual
YA. And perhaps the British market
is more open to deeper, darker books
for young adults, as recent Carnegie
Medal winners might suggest. In 2013,
Sally Gardner won for Maggot Moon,
a dystopia in which an illiterate young
man finds a way to strike back against
an oppressive government. The ending
is bleak but hopeful; yet there was some
criticism for the choice because of the
novel’s dark subject matter. Criticism
turned into full-on controversy for the
following year’s Carnegie winner, The
Bunker Diary by Kevin Brooks, and
what one critic called its “nihilistic”
ending. While you can find dystopian
novels on U.S. best-seller lists that
explore some very dark territory, you
rarely find ones that don’t end with
triumph for the protagonists and their
causes.
To find the kinds of ground-breaking
works that are being published for
young adults here in the U.S., we
can look to the American Library
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Association’s Printz Award committee.
In 2016, Sedgwick was awarded a Printz
Honor citation for Ghosts of Heaven,
making him the first author to appear
on the committee’s list for a third time.
His 2014 Printz winner, Midwinterblood,
is another boundary-stretching work
that follows two reappearing characters
who are sometimes adult, sometimes
young, as their various incarnations
move backward through time. The
starkly concluded dystopia Maggot Moon
was a Printz honor book that same
year, and since its inception in 2000
the Printz list has also recognized works
with atypical narrators (even secondperson), unusual structures (including
graphic novels and poetry cycles), and
ambiguous endings.
For the aspiring writer who wants to
learn just how much scope, in both
“adult” subject matter and technique,
the young-adult category offers us
as writers, the Printz list is a great
reference source. At 79 titles, the list
can keep you reading for a long time—
but if you’re having trouble choosing
where to start, I’d recommend checking
out Sedgwick’s phenomenal 2016 honor
book, Ghosts of Heaven. Maybe it will
blow your mind, too.
To learn more about Marcus Sedgwick
and his work, visit his website at http://
www.marcussedgwick.net/.
To learn more about the Printz Award,
its criteria, and past winners, visit the
ALA’s site at http://www.ala.org/yalsa/
printz-award.
Diane Telgen is a former editor of and

longtime contributor to Something about
the Author, a leading reference series on
children’s book authors and illustrators.
She also serves SCBWI-Illinois as Listserv
Coordinator. In January she will graduate
with her M.F.A. in writing for children
and young adults from Vermont College
of Fine Arts.

The Inside Story: Short Reports from the Inner
Journey
That Comfortable/Uncomfortable Place Between ‘Over’ and ‘Next’
By Carol Coven Grannick
And next could be one of the many
things I have in my idea file that I
rotate interest in. Things I hesitate
starting because…well, because I might
not be over.
So I rock with one foot in the past and
one arm reaching to the future, and I
write, but not the kind of writing I was
doing for so long.
“When something is over, it’s over…
And we are on to the next,” said writer
Norman Lear in a now-famous NPR
interview, when asked how he got to
93, upbeat, active, and intact. “And
if there was to be a hammock in the
middle…that would be what is meant
by living in the moment.”
Lear’s comment touched me. Not only
because he’s someone I admire as writer
and mensch, but because I’ve spent a
lot of time as a clinical social worker
writing and talking about transitions.
How do we move from here to there?
What gets us moving? What makes us
ready? What keeps us in the middle?
I’ve been re-pondering this issue a lot
lately, rocking in the hammock for a
while, between over and next.

Stuck in the Middle with…Me
Because over is not really over yet. Over
is the manuscript, near and dear to
my heart, that my agent has sent out.
Maybe it will sell, maybe it won’t. If it’s
picked up, it may not be over at all. I
may have more revisions to do although
I feel quite finished.

my time and focus—political work, in
particular. But I don’t pretend that this
is the reason I’m not moving to ‘next’.
I know I am simply not ready.
I imagine we all handle the middle of
things, the transition from over to next
in different ways. I tend to pay close
attention to my feelings, my moods,
my interests—and follow them.

Not the intense, deep, delightful,
painful writing of most of my revisions.
Not the experiences of creative flow
that I could create in small doses and
indulge in deliciously during a spring
writing residency.
Not the kind of writing that brings
joy in its creation and is not just the
journey but the prize—without any
thought of who it is for or where
it will go.
I think about that as I figuratively
rock. Because as rewarding as that kind
of writing was, those experiences of
creative flow, I felt plenty of anguish,
anxiety, and ambivalence about my own
capacity to do the revisions my agent
was challenging me to do. But I did
them.

Comfortable. Sort Of.
I’m comfortable with the idea of having
a multitude of feelings. I’m not hard on
myself. It’s not writer’s block. But I do
look forward to the time when I will
become impatient.
I get out of the hammock for other parts
of me that demand work, that envelop
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Soon enough, I become aware that
my mood has evolved. The writing
I’m doing satisfies my intellect, my
thoughts. But it does not satisfy the
heart of me. I begin to feel blue. Unwhole.
Which is when I know I have to find
a way to reconnect with the kind of
writing I’ve left behind.

Where’s Your Lifeline? Mine’s
with Children
Luckily, I know just where to find
the inspiration—my day job at an
extraordinary early childhood center.
So on the morning of November 9,
I greet the two-through-five-year-olds
whose smiles and hugs tug me into the
delight of childhood.

I watch the children through the
morning, peeking in and out of the
classrooms. The teachers, as always,
have set up the classrooms intentionally,

to engage and provide provocations
for the children—natural sensory and

I am watching them experience creative
flow, the same state I’ve experienced
when writing is the most challenging
and most deeply fulfilling.
You can sense it in their work.

cognitive items, and luscious paints
that have been set out with brushes and
natural items inviting them to engage.
During exploration time, the children
probe, discover, and experiment.
I watch one small group settle into
painting, another into building, a
third into dramatic play. I watch the
children’s intent eyes, focused on their
work. They are deliberate, engrossed,
intensely involved in what they are
doing. You can see it in their faces, in
their efforts, in their concentration, the
careful efforts to create a certain color,
a certain combination of shapes.

As I watch them, I begin to feel the
intensity and concentration and deep,
deep pleasure I believe they feel. And
the joy it brings.
And I remember what it felt like to be
in that state of challenge and pleasure.
I carry it home with me.
And now I’m one step closer to Next.
How do you deal with the transition
from ‘over’ to ‘next’? Do you have
something you’d like to hear about that
deals with the creative inner journey?
Email Carol directly at carolgrannick@
gmail.com.
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Carol Coven Grannick’s poetry and

fiction have appeared in Highlights for
Children, Ladybug, Cricket and Hunger
Mountain, and her essays and articles on
the emotional aspects of the writing journey
appear regularly here and at Cynsations
and other online venues.

A Fly on the Wall
Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day
By Jenna Feldman
I joined SCBWI only four short months
ago, and just as children’s books are
short in length but rich in content, the
past few months have been extremely
meaningful. Coming from the film world,
I hoped membership in SCBWI would
provide access to a local community of
writers. In fact, membership has been
a key to unlocking a treasure trove of
information.
Immediately I was able to take
advantage of our online message portal
and critique group postings. Before long
I had found a wonderful critique partner
in another SCBWI newbie, Shanah
Salter.

SCBWI is like a great coach—it directs
the eye to valuable classes and events,
such as Esther Hershenhorn’s class
at the Newberry Library. Shanah and
I enrolled in Esther’s fall class, with
plans already in place to attend Prairie
Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day.
Esther’s class was the ideal precursor to
attending PWID. Spending time with a
seasoned writer and teacher, along with
a class of curious writers eager to learn
about picture book craft, meant that we

attended our first conference with the
ability to:
• Recognize familiar and friendly
faces.
• Appreciate the conference as a site
for learning and networking, not
necessarily for pitching.
• Communicate our own biographies
and the types of stories we are
keen to share with the world when
talking with fellow conference
attendees and faculty.
PWID allowed for an intimate exposure
to a vibrant community of writers and
illustrators. This was exactly what I
was hoping to achieve when I joined
SCBWI. Because of my SCBWI
membership and all the experiences it
had led to, I felt more at ease during
the conference panels and breakout
sessions. And being able to touch upon
all of these wonderful experiences with
PWID faculty during the mix n’ mingle
hour meant that I was able to establish
myself as a novice who is passionate
about learning and working hard.
PWID impressed upon me the
importance of dedicating time to

writing, as well as to learning about
the world of children’s books. There is
a huge amount of wisdom shared at the
conference and a thrilling chorus of
voices urging innovation, inclusion
and engagement.
The conference attendees were
welcoming and invigorating, and the
talks pointed us outward, showing us
that our community (the “thing” that
motivated me to join SCBWI) includes
librarians, schools, bookstores, editors,
agents, art directors, bloggers, and of
course fellow readers and writers.
My plans for the next four months?
Hunker down and write, write, write
AND go out and be present for future
SCBWI of Illinois community events!
Jenna Feldman received her MFA in
filmmaking from CalArts and teaches
filmmaking at Columbia College. She sees
children’s books as the ideal setting for an
experimental filmmaker who values the
way words and images combine to tell
stories that inspire, regale and nurture
young minds.

A New View of Picture Books
By Beth Najberg
What is a picture book? Traci Todd’s
two sessions gave me a stunning new
view of picture books. Todd’s eclectic
background includes graphic novels,
Improv Theater, and now bringing
comic book elements to preschool
board books at Abrams’ Appleseed
Books. She’s a lady who knows, at a
visceral level, how picture books work.

Writing with Pictures
In the first session, “Writing with
Pictures,” Todd posed the question
“Are picture books equivalent to
graphic novels?” She first refreshed our
collective memories of picture books
with the Caldecott Award definition
of a picture book:
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A “picture book for children” as
distinguished from other books with
illustrations, is one that essentially
provides the child with a visual
experience. A picture book has a
collective unity of story-line, theme,
or concept, developed through the
series of pictures of which the book
is comprised.

She guided us through picture book
formats via graphic novels’ use of
dialogue bubbles, emphasizing that
dialogue can carry the story in picture
books as well as graphic novels. We
practiced finding a voice for a character
in an exercise using dialogue alone,
changing my perspective on dialogue.
She tied this together by referring us to
picture books that include dialogue as
a key element, such as Knuffle Bunny
by Mo Willems and Goodnight Already!
by Jory John and Benji Davies.
I definitely learned new approaches
to use when writing picture books.

Books for the Smallest Child:
Creating Books for Children
0–5
This session was as interesting for
Todd’s insight on how picture books for
children 0–5 years can and should work
as for the perspective on the marketing
aspect of board books.

Todd shared her excitement about
editing/publishing picture books for
children in a board book format. These
books also are good examples of the
Caldecott definition of picture books,
above. She sees the opportunity to be
inventive by creating board books that
are interactive and based on concepts
rather than on narrative. This made me
shift gears in thinking about books for
very young children.
The simplicity of the board book format
belies the thinking behind these books.
Keys are including a sense of play,
simple colors, texture and movement.
Many have pull tabs so young children
can discover answers to questions posed
in the books, such as “Is the cat under
the carpet?” Some are as short as eight
pages, perfect for a toddler’s attention
span, but presenting major ideas in
so few words is a challenge. Another
recommendation is to use a limited
color palette.

Todd suggested learning about
preschool developmental stages at
sites such as the CDC (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention)
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/
milestones/. Shapes and body parts are
some elements that engage preschoolers
as well as how things move such as
animals and vehicles.
On the marketing side, Todd explained
that the market for board books is
growing. She also assured us that the
board books are extensively tested for
safety for very young children who chew
books as well as read them.
Beth Najberg now combines her previous

lives as elementary school teacher and
librarian and developer of corporate
training, plus years of drawing and
painting, into writing and illustrating
children’s books. She was born, grew up,
and now lives in Chicago again with her
husband. She has three grandchildren
under the age of 5 for whom she creates
a book for each birthday.

Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day
By Deb Aronson
This is the fifth time I’ve gone to the
SCBWI Illinois Prairie Writer’s and
Illustrator’s Day at Harpers College in
Palatine. I go because:
• It’s the main annual conference
for our Illinois chapter, so I go
to support our chapter—BTW, a
quick shout-out to our AMAZING
organizers, Alice McGinty, Sarah
Shacter, and Deborah Topolski.
These women are so creative and
energetic; I’m in awe of the things
they do. Superheroes? What a great
theme!
• I always learn something at
conferences and this one is driving

distance from my home in
Urbana, IL.
• It’s a chance to meet other writers
and catch up with old friends.
But this year, because of where I
was (or was not) in various projects,
I approached the day with low
expectations; there wasn’t a particular
topic or author/agent/editor I was dying
to meet or hear from. In spite of that (or
because of it?) I came away with some
very specific and exciting insights. In
one session, Kendra Levin, an editor at
Viking Children’s Books and life coach
to writers, had us do a couple of writing
exercises. I typically dread these because
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they often require instantaneous
creativity—that’s daunting. However,
Kendra had us first close our eyes and
do a relaxation activity that helped
put me in the flow. Then she had us do
two exercises; the first was (with eyes
still closed) to go to a setting in your
manuscript, picture it in all its detail,
see a character come toward you, speak
to you (or you to them) and then walk
away. The second exercise, which
involved having a character write a
letter confessing a secret, helped me
figure out a big plot hole in the middlegrade novel I’ve been working on.
Energizing! Inspiring! KaPow!

Author/illustrator (and keynote
speaker) Don Tate led another great
session. I was not familiar with his
work, but I really liked hearing him
talk about how he writes biographies of
people who aren’t necessarily household
names. That’s something I also like to
do. In his case the subjects are often
African Americans because he feels
that most biographies are about the
same handful of African Americans
and he’d like to enlarge the tent. I
am often drawn to women excelling
in traditionally male fields, or at least
living a full and adventurous life.

Don told us about how he came to write
about the fitness guru Eugen Sandow.
That book grew out of Don’s own love
of bodybuilding. Don was a good athlete
and showed us pictures of himself in his
bodybuilding days. Based on the facial
hair, et cetera, I guess this would have
been in the 1970s or 1980s. We all
got a kick out of them. This—not the
bodybuilding, but the reason for writing
about bodybuilding—resonated with me
because I keep trying to figure out how
to tell a story that ties into my love of
sailing. Don said his research process
includes collecting a lot of images.
He urged all of us, not just those who

are illustrators, to do the same. It was
a great reminder that images are key
to writing in a powerful way, even for
those of us who are not naturally visual.
My takeaway? No matter if you are a
newbie or a longtime SCBWI member,
you’ll never regret going to PWID!
Deb Aronson lives in Urbana, IL. Her
nonfiction middle-grade book Alexandra
the Great: The Record-Breaking Filly
Who Ruled the Racetrack (Chicago
Review Press) will come out in March.

Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day: Many Diverse Voices
By Katie Otey
The push for more diversity in
publishing is no longer new.
Opportunities for writers from
marginalized groups to shove open
previously shut doors abound. SCBWI
is an organization dedicated to helping
achieve that goal. In addition to
the many regional contests, SCBWI
continues to find new ways to make a
career in publishing more accessible for
audiences not traditionally considered
mainstream.
During the diversity talk, ideas were not
in short supply. Many discussed their
own issues, including what classified
them as marginalized, and what changes
would be most effective in diversifying
publishing. The focus was “What can
we do both now and in the future to
offer more opportunities to marginalized
writers?”
For now, the consensus seemed to be
twofold. We need to ensure that more
people from different backgrounds and
socioeconomic statuses have the ability
to partake in the many programs offered

to writers and illustrators. Conferences
offer a wealth of information. The
opportunity to learn from industry
professionals, collaborate with critique
partners and groups, and network
with other writers is priceless. It was
heartwarming to learn that individual
members of SCBWI-IL offered grants to
several individuals who may not have
otherwise had the chance to attend
Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day.
We also concluded that industry
decision makers needed to be more
diverse. How many times have you
had a work rejected because the agent
or editor “just didn’t connect” with it?
Well, if these decision makers and their
life experiences are not a reflection
of what readers want and need to see
on the shelves, how can they possibly
connect? It’s not just about keeping
an open mind. It’s about striking a
chord with someone who may have
had a similar life experience. It’s about
having different types of thinking at
the helm so that more people have an
opportunity to have their voices heard.
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For the future, we found that reaching
out to the youth by, in part, letting
them know that writing and illustrating
is a viable career option, will ensure
more diverse published works on the
shelves. Offering scholarships or grants
for authors to do school visits in areas
that do not have the funding to pay for
these visits is one way to reach out to
these groups.
Although there were more items that
time constraints did not allow us to
address, I left proud to be connected
with SCBWI members focused and
dedicated to making the creative world
of children’s publishing inclusive for
kids from every walk of life.
Katie Otey is an author and poet, as well
as an SCBWI-IL Network Representative.
She writes across all genres and has won
several awards for her work, including
the 2016 Many Voices Outstanding
Manuscript Prize for her YA novel
Crossroad. She is currently submitting her
manuscripts for publication. Katie resides
in Belleville IL with her family.

Illustrator in the Spotlight
Doug Cenko
Are you an illustrator or an
author/illustrator?
I am an author/illustrator at heart, but
currently an illustrator.
What is your preferred
medium to work in?
I always start with a pencil and paper.
From there, I usually ink with a brush
pen and then scan it into the computer
or just bring the pencil sketch straight
into the computer. Colors are mostly
done digitally with a Wacom Cintiq
and Photoshop on a MacBook Pro.
Tell us a little of your
beginnings and journey as an
illustrator.
I went to school for film at Ball State
University in Muncie, Indiana. The
school is mostly known for being the
alma mater of David Letterman and
Janet from Three’s Company. Bob Ross
also filmed some episodes of The Joy of
Painting there as well.
After I graduated, I had an internship
at StarToons in Homewood, Illinois.
They aren’t around anymore, but were
one of the animation studios that
worked on Tiny Toon Adventures and
The Animaniacs. It was a really great
experience seeing the production of
some of my favorite cartoons.
From there, I took a job as an animator
at a live special effects company called
Strictly FX. It was supposed to be a
three-week job, but I have now been
there for over fifteen years. The company
has changed a lot since the beginning,
and I’ve had an incredible opportunity
to be involved as a small part of big
events like WrestleMania, the Super
Bowl and the Academy Awards.

After the birth of my daughter Olive
in 2013, I was reintroduced to picture
books and began to see them in a
way that I had never really seen them
before. Reading to her every night
really sparked my interest in creating
picture books of my own. Every week,
we would get a new stack of books
from the library. Some were incredible
and some not so much, but each one
taught its own valuable lesson on how
a picture book should be created. The
Chicago Public Library website keeps a
record of the number of books that you
have checked out, and we have read
over a thousand picture books since
she’s been born.
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Once I decided to pursue the creation
of picture books, I did a bit of research,
and SCBWI kept popping up. I
attended my first Prairie Writer’s and
Illustrator’s Day in 2014 and have made
it to all of the local conferences since
then. I was also able to attend the L.A.
conference in 2015 and plan to go again
next year.
In 2015, I saw a post on the SCBWI
website forum that Blue Manatee
Press was looking for an illustrator. I
submitted a piece and was selected to
illustrate their picture book Sleepy Solar
System. I loved the entire process and
couldn’t wait to work on another book.
Luckily, right after I finished Sleepy Solar

System, I was able to illustrate two more
books for Blue Manatee Press. They are
both board books. One is called Dogs!,
due out April 2017 and the other is
called Cats!, due out September 2017.
The next step for me is to finish up
some of my book dummies to send out
to agents and editors.

What does your workspace
look like?
It generally looks like someone grabbed
a box of pens, paper, various computer
equipment and some coffee. They then
threw it all into the air with about half
of it landing on the desk.
Please share an illustration
and give us a brief “step-bystep” of your process.
The illustration is my entry for the
SCBWI postcard contest. I knew that I
wanted to do something a little outside
the box. The only requirement was that
the illustration needed to include a kite
and I thought that a dinosaur with a
kite seemed perfect.
I started with an extremely rough
sketch of the dinosaur. When I looked
back at it, there was a quirkiness to the
original sketch that I really liked, and
some of that was lost when I cleaned up
the illustration. I also wanted to have
the dinos running through a meteor
shower, but in the end the meteors just
ended up being too distracting.
A refined pencil version of the sketch
was cleaned up even more with ink. I
used a brush pen for the outlines and a
Micron pen for the details. The smaller
dinos went through the same process.
They were drawn separately so that I
had more control over their position in
the final image.

The inked drawings were scanned into
Photoshop and combined as different
layers. I then changed the color of the
outlines to something a little softer
because the black outlines seemed a
little too harsh for this image.
Colors were blocked in and then finally
the shading and background were
added. The Kyle T. Webster Photoshop
brushes are a great way to add a more
traditional look to digital artwork. I
also like adding a light layer of a color
gradient on top of the entire image to
bring it all together in the end.
The colors in this image are way out
of my comfort zone, but it’s nice to
push yourself in a different direction
and sometimes you might even surprise
yourself with the results.
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Please share an instance in
which the seed of an idea or
experience, though small at
the start, took root and grew
to become one of your books
or illustrations.
A raccoon and a little white teddy bear
are my daughter’s two favorite stuffed
animals. She always holds one in each
hand and has entire conversations
between them. One day, she put the
teddy bear on the raccoon’s back like it
was riding the raccoon. That stuck with
me and I knew that I had to draw that
scene.

Which illustrators were your
favorites when you were little?
Comic books were a big part of my
childhood. I worked at a comic book
shop and spent most of the money that
I made on the very thing I was selling.
I was drawn to the illustrators who had
more of a graphic design element to
their illustrations than your standard
comic book illustrator. Mike Zeck,
Bernie Wrightson, Brian Bolland
and Dave Stevens were some of my

Which illustrators are your
favorites now?
Jen Corace is definitely one of my

favorite picture book illustrators
right now. There is such variety in
her illustrations, and I love how her
books all have their own unique look.
Little Pea and Sweet Dreams are such
different-looking books, but each one is
extremely well done.

favorites.

Do you ever tuck little
personal homages or details
in your illustrations? Please
give us a peek at one of your
favorites.
When my daughter was very young,
her favorite stuffed animal was a purple
teddy bear called Easter Bear, but she
pronounced it “Ebert.” Ebert has now
been replaced by newer stuffed animals,
but he did manage to make it into
Sleepy Solar System, Dogs! and a book
dummy that I’m working on. I love
including those little personal additions
to the books that are really just there
for my family.
Where can we find you?
Website: dugduggoose.com
Instagram: @dougcenko
Twitter: @dougcenko
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